EDITORIAL
Hello again folks and a Happy New Year to you all!
It seems very little time since November and our annual Remembrance Day
Service on the old barrack square. The futility of great powers fighting each other
seems to have receded and in its place we are faced with an even more horrific
threat. We all feel so vulnerable against an unseen and fanatical enemy but we
must have faith that the New Year will be more peaceful. Oh, where have I heard
that before?
Enough of all that despondency! Hopefully you will agree with me that this
Runway 22 contains mostly upbeat and heartening stories to bring a smile to your
lips.
I continue to include extraordinary acts of courage and endurance from WW2 and
make no apology for doing so. The story of Lancaster HK574 and her crew is
definitely worth the telling.
I have been looking through ancient copies of “The Windsock”, which was the
356th FG house magazine when they were at Martlesham in 44’ and 45’.
A great friend of the society and someone who had been a member for many years
sadly died in 2003. The obituary for Mike Richards should have appeared in an
earlier edition and was inadvertently missed out when the newsletter was
formatted. My sincere apologies for that error.
Leslie Boulton took time off from visiting his daughter and her family in
Cincinnati to fly all the way down to Savannah and the Reunion of the 356th
Fighter Group Association. Derek and Daphne Thorpe were also present but
Leslie, as a member of our committee has submitted a report. The years go by but
its great to see that children and grandchildren of the Americans who served over
here so many years ago should be keen to keep alive the memories of those
momentous days.

An Obituary – Mike Richards
Mike had been a member of our Society for many years and had served on the
committee in various positions over a long period of time. He was dedicated and
enthusiastic and a friend to all our members.
Mike was born on the Isle of Wight and grew up there during World War 2. He
probably gained his lifelong interest in aviation from the many and varied
activities in the skies above at that time.
He later worked in the aircraft industry with Saunders Roe and then Vickers,
helping to build the Vickers Valiant bomber. Mike then moved to this part of the
world and worked for the Atomic Weapons Development Unit on Orfordness.
He was a long time member of the Observer Corps and served at the Wickham
Market Post.
Mike then became a teacher and his main subject was metalwork. “Mick the
Metal” to many who knew him!
His interests were many and varied and the large attendance at his funeral bore
witness to that. He was a qualified Football Referee and a keen cyclist. “Mike the
Bike”, as he was also known!
He was knowledgeable on Japanese, German and Italian warplanes and many
remember the illustrated talk on Italian aircraft that Mike presented at one of our
monthly meetings.
An amateur artist and a member of many local societies, Mike Richards had led
life to the full and died in hospital after a very long illness, bravely borne. He
leaves a wife, Heather and a son and daughter. He will certainly be sadly missed
by all.
Alan Smith.

OH LUCKY, LUCKY LANC!
My thanks to all of you who have submitted stories and snippets for the
newsletter. Watch this space! They could be used at any time as and when they
can be fitted in. Please keep the stories coming in, particularly, as in the case of
Lancaster HK574, when they have a Martlesham connection.
Alan Powell

I have just been introduced to a relatively recent book, “Luck and a Lancaster”, by
Harry Yates DFC. Written with characteristic modesty by a veteran of some thirty
operational sorties, it is a biography of a man who joined the RAF at the first
opportunity when he was old enough, in 1941. He had only one ambition and that
was to be a fighter pilot. He was assessed as having more aptitude as a bomber
pilot and after training in Canada he returned to England as a pilot on one of the
relatively new Avro Lancasters. Harry Yates was commissioned during the war
and completed his “tour”, of thirty ops with his crew. His final rank was not made

clear – unless I missed those details. Harry Yates was posted to Burma after VE
Day and demobbed in mid 1946.
Aircrew stuck together as a team and usually flew the same aeroplane. The book
details a number of Lancaster’s that Harry and his crew flew. One of these was R
Roger, “Rio Rita”. They flew her on several hazardous missions including Berlin
and the Ruhr. However, the following extract from the book explains that Harry
Yates and his crew were not flying RRoger on its final mission.

Hunched against the damp December air, they waited for the dawn. There were
rations on board and a small radio that could broadcast on an ASR frequency.
They wondered at their miraculously aquatic Lancaster, still drifting alongside.
They knew that eventually the sea must claim her. But they tried to shut out
thoughts of the awful death should it yet claim them too.
Five hours later the first light of day suffused the mist to the east. Then, from
across the water a plaintiff voice cried – not, it must be said, a human voice.

“The first Battle Order from which we (Harry Yates and his crew), were stood
down was an attack on the MeusebergLuna oil refinery, a formidable target deep
in the east of the Reich. It was the night of 6th December 1944. The raid was a big
one and met be intense, heavy flak. Several aircraft went down, including
eventually, my old friend HK574, the indomitable RRoger.

“A bloody cow!” someone in the dinghy cried. Nobody else heard it and the poor
chap was silenced by derisory remarks about his mental stability. Then the bovine
call floated towards them again. All eyes strained in the direction of the sound, for
that was salvation. This was England! They began paddling and a few feet later
England reclaimed them from the sea.

RRoger’s tribulations began after Don Atkin and his by now experienced crew
had bombed the refinery successfully. The flak got them on their way out of the
target area and at 2133 hrs the starboard outer engine burst into flames. The
Graviner extinguisher did its job but sparks continued to glow, to the
consternation of all on board. Worse was to come. The starboard inner went u/s
and had to be feathered. RRoger began to lose height – only slowly but at 100
feet per minute from an altitude of 14000ft, making landfall by no means certain.
Then an electrical shortcircuit knocked out the Gee set and Atkin and his boys
were pitched into a terrifying guessing game. In desperation, they began to throw
out anything possible to lighten the load. It wasn’t enough. Still over water, they
had to concede that there was nowhere to go down but the cold maw of the North
Sea.

Not waiting for dawn, they set off in motley fashion across the wide foreshore.
They negotiated some rather tricky barbed wire, then a few hundred yards of
cowpats. A second fence loomed out of the mist and on the other side, a road. As
they were walking, a USAAF truck rumbled into view. A few minutes later, they
tumbled off the tailgate to report to the duty officer at RAF Martlesham Heath!
Their tale impressed him, but not entirely for the obvious reasons. Don’t you
know”, he asked incredulously, “that you walked through a goddam minefield
back there?”

The Lancaster was by no means renowned for its ditching characteristics. While
Atkins strove to keep the kite straight, trimmed and noseup, the rest must have
thought that this was definitely journey’s end. It came soon enough, but in the
form of a noisy and magnificent ditching. The kite was in one piece and riding
high. Atkins had pulled it off.

Harry Yates and his crew were dispatched from Mepal in Cambridgeshire, where
75 Squadron was based, to collect the lucky survivors. The Lancaster landed at
Martlesham and they found their fellow airmen in the vicinity of the Control
Tower, each clutching a bottle of Southern Comfort and past caring!

All seven reported uninjured and scrambled out on to the starboard wing. A thick
fog cloaked the night. The sea was eerily calm, indeed almost devoid of swell.
They inflated the little circular dinghy and evacuated in good order. But, seeing
that RRoger refused to sink like any sensible aircraft, they did not cut away.
Without a Gee fix their w/op, Flt Sgt Curtis had not been able to send a position
with his SOS. They decided to remain alongside whilst the aeroplane was afloat in
order all the better to be seen once the sun came up and the mist cleared.

Technically RRoger had reached landfall. Her crew had flown her up the course
of the benign river Orwell, ditching in the shallows by the bank. I understand
from Gordon Kinsey that the spot was near what is now Levington Marina.

The Americans gathered round the Lanc. They were polite but somewhat
jingoistic. “Yeah, but it aint got nuttin on the Fortress!” You guys oughta get
yourself some Cyclones!” The fact was that R Roger had flown from deep into
Germany back to England, most of the way on two engines.
Edited from “Luck and a Lancaster”, by Harry Yates DFC.
Alan Powell.

GEE NAVIGATION
In the previous article concerning Lancaster HK257, reference is made to the fact
that the GEE navigation aid was knocked out. It may be of interest to look at the
originations of navigation by radio waves and the development of GEE.
In the 1930’s German radio engineers had developed a system known as “the
Lorentz” system, after the name of the firm that produced it. Two highly
directional antennas broadcast beams a few degrees wide. One was pointed
slightly to the left of the other, with a small angle in the middle where they
overlapped. The signals were chosen as dots and dashes, timed so that when the
aircraft was in the small area in the middle the sound was continuous. Originally
developed as a night and badweather landing system for civil airliners, in the late
1930s they also started developing longrange versions for night bombing. In this
case a second set of signals was broadcast at right angles to the first, and indicated
the point at which to drop the bombs. The system was accurate and the “Battle of
the Beams” broke out when our scientists attempted and then succeeded in
rendering the system useless.
GEE was developed by the British in 1941. A 'Master Station' transmitted a fixed
length radio pulse on a frequency that gave good reception at long range.
Typically three ‘slave’ stations received the signal and transmitted their own pulse
at a fixed time after receiving the master pulse. These transmissions were received
as blips on the cathode ray tube in the aircraft. Since the transmission intervals
were known, the position of the aircraft could be calculated from the
measurements of the actual delays.
It suffered from the same drawbacks as the German system, in that it was
broadcast on frequencies that could be jammed. This fact, of course, was well
appreciated but it was felt that it would take the Germans about six months to
produce an effective jamming system. By this time, thanks to the appearance from
Birmingham University of the “Cavity Magnetron”, we would be producing ultra
short wave transmissions that could not be jammed. In any case, although GEE
was accurate to within 165 yards at short distances it was only accurate to
between one and five miles at long ranges over Germany. It therefore proved not
to be sufficiently accurate to serve as a blind bombing aid but was certainly
capable of directing the bomber force to the target area. The Germans, of course,
eventually jammed GEE transmissions but experienced GEE operators found that
they could use their equipment almost to the Ruhr despite jamming, by getting the
vital blip at extreme range by calling on the pilot to waggle his wings.
GEE continued to be used by the RAF and the American Eighth and Ninth air
forces throughout the war. I do not have the information to hand but I assume that
partly because their own aircraft were fitted with British designed electronics and

partly because they had a modern electronics industry of their own, that much of
the electronic equipment was manufactured in the US. We lacked the
manufacturing capacity, especially when our factories were at risk from attack.
Certainly American scientists were able to take a fresh look at the designs and
inevitably were often able to initiate improvements.
Yes, GEE could be jammed but measures and counter measures against jamming
continued on both sides throughout hostilities and it therefore remained an
invaluable aid. Also, it remained a most useful navigation aid for returning
aircraft once the coast of occupied Europe had been left behind.
The possession of the magnetron led to the development of H2S and then the
brilliant OBOE precision bombing systems and by the end of the war Bomber
Command was overwhelmingly the most technically complex weapon in the
hands of the allies.
In 1944 a Ju188 shot down over England was found to be equipped with Gee,
standard British equipment in a German mounting. There is no doubt that the
Germans used Gee to navigate over England, using British stations. Perhaps by
then our air superiority was such that this could be ignored because of its
continuing usefulness?
As for the Germans, the expectation was to have been for a short war and
development of microwave radar was curtailed in 1940 on the orders of Hitler, in
favour of intensive development of gun laying systems etc. Microwave
transmission received no attention until the capture, in the spring of 1943, of a 10
cm H2S set in a crashed RAF bomber. The shocked Germans realized the
significance of this discovery and made copies of the magnetron although they did
not deliver such high power as the originals. The Americans had further
developed the H2S system and this was known as H2X. German engineers made
exact copies of these more sophisticated sets but they were never used. They had
made a fatal mistake in abandoning their own research into microwave technology
and now it was too late.
German aviators had been capable from the start of finding and bombing targets
in England. Our own bombers had been unable to find the target and were often
literally miles from their objective when they dropped their bombs. In the space of
two or three years our scientists had devised systems, which were not only highly
accurate but thanks to centimetric wavelengths, could not be jammed. War is the
most powerful catalyst in technical developments. We have had speakers at our
monthly meetings who learned to fly in biplanes that were virtually the same as
aeroplanes produced in the Great War. Five years later and the same pilots were
flying jets!
Alan Powell

OHMYGAWD
As secretary to the society I received a letter in the autumn with a heading,
“Suffolk Paranormal Investigations”. The writer expressed a wish to investigate
the possibility of ghosts in the vicinity of, and inside the control tower! The
equipment to be used would be an infrared video camera and an EMF meter.
Ooer!
One of our members told me that he was sure that somewhere he had seen
reference to ghosts on the old airfield at Martlesham Heath. Sure enough he
recently sent me an extract from a book entitled “Ghosts of Suffolk”. Various
“sightings” have been reported and one of them concerns a parachutist by the
name of “Brainy” Dobbs. A quotation in the book is by Gordon Kinsey, who
confirmed that LAC Ernest Dobbs had been a wellknown personality in the
Parachute Experimental Section. He was a colourful character with a devilmay
care reputation, notorious for his harebrained inventions. He tragically came to
grief while demonstrating jumping with huge balloons over obstacles at Hendon,
when he failed to clear some hightension electricity cables and was killed.
Dobbs lane forms part of the boundary of the old airfield but this was certainly not
named after the unfortunate “Brainy” Dobbs. It is said to be named after John
Dobbs, (16841722), who hanged himself after the death of his wife in childbirth.
Suicide was unlawful then and bodies could therefore not be buried in consecrated
ground. I can vouch for the fact that what certainly appears to be a gravestone
does exist on the grass verge in Dobbs Lane.
The committee have currently made no decision as to whether our ghostbuster
should be allowed access to the control tower to conduct his “paranormal
investigations”, but the opinion has been expressed that, “isn’t it great to know
that the world still contains a few harmless eccentrics?” I couldn’t possibly
comment!
Alan Powell

The picture above was scanned from a winter 1944 edition of “The Windsock”.
The handwritten greeting said, “Merry Christmas to Colonel Tukey’s Yanks.”
The Women’s Royal Air Force, (WRAF), was formed on 1st April 1918 at the
time of the formation of the Royal Air Force from the Royal Flying Corps. They
were disbanded, along with other women’s services, in 1920. The Women’s
Auxiliary Air Force, (WAAF), was formed in 1939, at the outbreak of WW2.
Members of the WAAF filled vital roles during WW2, even including serving in
occupied Europe with the Special Operations Executive, but they were certainly
very numerous in the signals section of the RAF, where they were perfect as radio
and Radar operators.
At Bawdsey in the late 30’s, when Radar was urgently being developed, Robert
Watson Watt himself suggested that girls employed at Bawdsey Manor as typists
etc., be recruited to operate the fledgling Radar sets. They had been carefully
screened beforehand but were sworn to secrecy when they were introduced to the
new technology.
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I cannot resist telling the following true story! A senior WAAF officer in the RAF
was Baroness Elizabeth de T’Serclaes. She had been a nurse during the Great
War, in which she rode a motorcycle and sidecar to pick up wounded soldiers
under the cover of darkness. For this she not only won the Military Medal but also
acquired herself a husband, who was a Belgian nobleman. Thus she became the
Baroness de T’Serclaes! Incidentally, the marriage was very short lived but the
title was obviously too prestigious to abandon!
She was a senior WAAF officer during WW2 and her job entailed inspecting
WAAF quarters in the various RAF stations. She was horrified to discover that
barbed wire fences frequently separated the men’s quarters from the women’s. On
her own initiative she had the fences removed and in her report to the AOC, she
said. “and now there is frequent intercourse between the men and women.”
Ok, Ok, perhaps this could have been worded a little differently but how could
one read anything into this other than the obvious explanation that the sexes could
freely mix socially and converse? Really!
The photo below shows a few of the girls in a signals room at Martlesham and the
caption reads, “Forward Relay for RAF North Weald and USAAF combined.”

VINTAGE JOKES, (SORRY, GAGS!)
The following were taken from the autumn, 1944 edition of “The Windsock”,
which was the house magazine of the 356th FG at Martlesham.
The inebriated sergeant staggered into the local pub one night and in a loud voice
yelled, “when I drink, everybody drinks.” He summoned everyone to the bar and
everybody took a drink. When he finished his whiskey he yelled again: “when I
take another drink, everybody takes another drink.” Once more everybody
gathered round the bar. When he had finished that one, the drunk took a ten
shilling note out of his pocket and slapped it on the bar. “When I pay, he
screamed, everybody pays!”
The husband answering the phone, said, “I don’t know, call the weather bureau”,
and hung up. “Who was that?” asked the cute young wife. ”Some sailor, I guess.
He asked me if the coast was clear.”

SPRUCE GOOSE
Derek Thorpe has been a member of our Society for several years and Derek and
his wife, Daphne have a daughter who was married some twelve years ago in
Tacoma, near Seattle. Consequently they are frequent visitors to the States. After
the wedding Derek and Daphne chose to tour down as far as San Francisco before
flying home from there. Their journey took them close to the home of one of the
356th FG veteran fliers, Jim Griswold. Derek and Daphne made a courtesy call on
Jim and his wife, Lee and have since become firm friends.
On a recent trip “Stateside”, they visited the Evergreen Aviation Educational
Institute Museum near Portland, Oregon. The museum was built to house
“Spruce Goose” but also contains many more aircraft. The huge wooden aircraft
can only usually be viewed from the outside but thanks to Jim Griswold, who has
a friend who is a member of the museum; they were shown around the interior of
the huge Howard Hughes eccentric masterpiece. VIP treatment indeed!
The idea behind the original concept was, surprisingly the brainchild of Henry
Kaiser, at that time head of one of the largest shipbuilding firms of the time. The
time was the early 1940’s and if ships could not avoid the UBoat menace at the
time, then why not build a ship that could fly above them?
As with the highly successful De Havilland Mosquito, the new design was to be
built almost entirely of wood, partly to save other materials critical to the war
effort. Howard Hughes was known to be an innovator in aircraft construction and
design and it therefore fell to him to produce this American “wooden wonder”.

Derek describes the inside and marvels at the sheer size of the flight deck. A
spiral staircase connects the main deck to the flight deck. The wing is 11ft thick
where it connects to the fuselage and Derek was able to “wing walk” on the
inside!

Then there was a statement from the previously held Director’s meeting
recommending the disbandment of the group. There was a good deal of discussion
about this and a small group formed to meet and discuss the possibilities of
keeping up the tradition of the biennial reunion.

Other facts supplied by Derek Thorpe include the information that Spruce Goose
was nearly six times bigger than any contemporary aircraft of the time. The tail
stands eight stories high. The tail span is wider than a B17. The wingspan of 319ft
is longer than a football pitch. The payload was to be battalion of 750 men – or
two Sherman tanks.

The son of a veteran had agreed to organize another reunion in 2005 in Savannah.
Ken Male as treasurer offered to help with accounts and the transition to any new
arrangements.

Spruce Goose was the name given to it by the press, but it was actually
constructed mostly from birch wood. Construction had not been completed until
after the end of hostilities in 1945. One Senator grudgingly referred to the huge
aircraft as that “flying lumberyard!” During what was supposed to have been a
ground test it was unofficially flown by Howard Hughes for a distance of about
one mile at a height of 70ft. The only time it ever flew. It was put into storage and
remained hidden from view until after the death of the reclusive Howard Hughes.
Derek Thorpe says of his visit to the home of “Spruce Goose”, “it was an
experience that I shall never forget!”
Derek and Daphne joined the 356th Fighter Group Reunion at Savannah last
September. They also visited the 356th FG reunion when it was convened at
Portland, Maine.
Edited from information supplied by Derek Thorpe.

Reunion of the 356th Fighter Group Association at Savannah, Georgia
– 19th – 21st September 2003.
The reunion was held in the Mighty Eighth Museum for the first time and it was
the first over only two and a half days. There was a total of about 80 people
present, including 31 veterans and relatives, some of whom were grandchildren!
A few had to miss out because of the hurricane on the east of the U.S. Daphne and
Derek Thorpe and myself attended from Martlesham.
Friday was assembly day with a welcome banquet in the museum in the evening.
On Saturday the membership meeting was held. In the absence of the President,
Bob Barnhart, the Vice President, Ed Malo conducted the meeting. The unit
contact report and the treasurers report was dealt with and tribute was paid to Ken
and Brita Male for all they have done over the years to keep the group activities
going.

The Reunion Banquet was held in the Rotunda of the Museum in the evening and
it was a very pleasant occasion.
On Sunday morning the Memorial Service was held in the replica English church
that has been built in the grounds since the last visit to Savannah in 1997. This
was conducted by Ray Withers and 23 members who have died since the last
reunion in 2001 were remembered.
Future meetings are likely to be over a just a weekend.
L. Boulton.

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Our September meeting featured Mr. Mike Fermor and his subject was
“Helicopter Operations and North Sea Oil Rigs”. Mike had an earlier career in the
RAF as a pilot and flew many types from Tiger Moths to Lightnings. After 12
years he left the RAF and his first job was training Iranian student pilots to fly
helicopters for Bristow’s. He then joined BEA again to fly helicopters. Then to
the Scilly Isles on the helicopter service and afterwards to KLM to fly helicopters
once more. Whilst with KLM he was based for a while in Croatia until a missile
attack on the airfield decided KLM that they should pull out of that dangerous
battleground.
Mike’s talk was illustrated by slides showing mostly the Sikorsky S61 helicopter,
which was the type that he mostly flew. Finally Mike talked briefly about flying a
helicopter from the UK to Borneo. Quite a feat! Apparently Shell in Borneo had
bought this helicopter and it was decided that the cheapest way to deliver it was to
fly it out there. A fascinating tale and could be the subject of another talk.
October and our meeting featured our old friend, Brad King from the Imperial
War Museum. Brad is currently in charge of HMS Belfast, the cruiser moored on
the Embankment, in London.
Brad’s talk was entitled, “Planes, People and Politics”. He spoke of the politics
involved during the Great War, when the Royal Flying Corps was in its infancy. It

was perhaps, not what you knew but who you knew that mattered in those days
and consequently the best man for the job was not necessarily chosen.
The second half of the evening was devoted to aircraft types and the way that the
initiative swung firstly to one side and then the other. The capture by the Germans
of a French aircraft with a device for firing bullets through the arc of a propeller
resulted in the rapid application of a more sophisticated German design. The
British approach to the problem was to design and produce aeroplanes with
“pusher” propellers, which gave an uninterrupted view ahead. However a
perfectly workable design for a gearing to assure that bullets avoided the
revolving propellers had lain dormant in the Patent Office and this was to prove
the answer. Why we simply did not copy the German design was not made clear. I
guess the “pusher” types of aircraft were already in service before it was realized
that interrupter gear was feasible.
Brad King was able to make the whole presentation so very interesting and
humorous and the audience was most appreciative.
The November meeting again featured an old friend of the society. Clive Denny
was accompanied by his wife, Linda. Another large turnout to enjoy an illustrated
talk by a couple who run a company specializing in fabric covering of aircraft.
Clive explained that inevitably this involves mostly vintage aeroplanes. They are
currently recovering and painting a Nimrod. Not, of course, the modern Nimrod
reconnaissance jet, but the naval version of the 1930’s Hawker Fury biplane
fighter, an aircraft reminiscent of the types flown at Martlesham between the
wars. The company they run is regularly successful in obtaining the contract to re
cover and paint the flying surfaces of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight. This
gives some indication of the quality of the work they do and the niche in the
aviation industry that they have found for themselves.
Clive was recently invited to Malta in order to do work on a static display Hawker
Hurricane fighter that resides in one of the two war museum’s on the George
Cross island. Whilst in Malta he suggested to a few of the enthusiasts there that it
might be possible to fly a Spitfire and a Hurricane to Malta for the 60th
anniversary of the end of WW. This idea was, of course, enthusiastically received
and Clive has taken upon himself to attempt to raise the estimated £75000 that
will be needed. Clive’s enthusiasm for the project obviously rubbed off on the
audience because a collection was made and £175 was raised from the audience.
Clive is also a display pilot and regularly flies aircraft based at Duxford. He is
hoping to pilot the Hurricane on its trip to Malta and says he can’t wait to see the
reception they will receive from the people of Malta when those two emotive

aeroplanes are seen once again over the skies of the island that saw so much
bloody action during WW2.

